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Letter from the Vice President & General Manager

Jerr y Dunn
LCMC Team,
As 2019 quickly winds down I am proud to say that it has been
a good year for the Lake Charles Refinery. Due to your hard work
and tireless efforts we have accomplished solid results in safety,
environmental stewardship, reliability, earnings and social
responsibility. We achieved these good results in a complex and
challenging environment. These challenges include changes to
the sources of our crude and the destinations of our products.
Due to a combination of the United States sanctions with
Venezuela and the proliferation of domestic crudes, our crude
strategy changed significantly in 2019. Historically the refinery
processed heavy foreign crudes, mostly from Venezuela. Now
the refinery processes primarily light domestic crudes and some
heavy crudes from Canada, Mexico and other Latin American
countries. The destination of our products is changing also as
demand for products in the U.S. slows and the competition for
exports increases. Despite these changes and others, the
Lake Charles team responded well and operated the refinery in a
quality and profitable manner.
Safety continues to be our number one priority. Our intention
is that every person that works in our refinery goes home the
same way as they arrived. The measure we use to gauge safety
performance is the Safety Index, which is based on the number
of Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
recordables, Lost Work Day cases, Tier 1 and Tier 2 events. Our
Safety Index is currently 0.09, which if we can maintain for the
remainder of the year, will be a record for Lake Charles. This is
very good news and we should all be proud of this result. However,
we know how quickly safety performance can change, especially
during the holiday season. Let’s keep our focus on safety and
watch out for each other so we can end the year with zero injuries.

the High Pressure Boilers. We
also increased our Mean Time
Between Failure for pumps from
Vice President & General Manager,
65 months to 77 months. These
Jerry Dunn.
improvements are significant
as they reduce expenses and
put the refinery in a position to capture market opportunities when
they arise. Other developments in reliability include the completion
of several turnarounds including Unicracker, A-SRU and Tail Gas
2. Significant investments were made during these turnarounds to
ensure safe and reliable operations. Looking forward to 2020 we
have several large turnarounds that boast significant investment
including C-Reformer, Coker 2 and CVEP.
In terms of the earnings environment, we are rapidly catching
up to our budget target after taking a first quarter hit due to the
Venezuela sanctions. Lake Charles Refinery earnings are currently
at $223MM versus a budget of $263MM. Refining margins are
solid and holding steady through the year. Helping the earnings
environment is the fact that refinery expenses are under budget
due to a combination of lower energy expenses, improved
reliability of our equipment and good cost control across the
various departments.
Later in this edition of the Flagship we highlight several of the
social responsibility initiatives; however, I would be remiss if I
didn’t mention in this letter the outstanding response to the 2019
United Way Campaign. The generous employees in our refinery
contributed $888,000 to help the community of Southwest
Louisiana! This is an increase of 11% over last year and the
highest ever for a CITGO United Way Campaign! I just want to
say “Thank You” for giving your time and money to support those
in our community that need a helping hand.

In terms of environmental stewardship, we have had a good
year. We measure our performance on this metric with the
Environmental Index. The Environmental Index is currently 0.118,
which is lower than last year and the second lowest we’ve had in
the last five years. We continue to seek ways to reduce emissions
in our facility. In fact, earlier this year we completed a project that
improved the operation of the flare systems resulting in reduced
emissions. Also, our Environmental Department reduced hazardous
waste production by 700 tons via a recycling initiative.

The year 2019 was a good year for the Lake Charles Refinery.
Together we accomplished some great things, however I believe
even greater accomplishments are on the horizon for our refinery.
We are actively working on improvements to our business that will
improve safety, reliability and profitability. These improvements
are necessary so that we can maintain a competitive position in an
increasingly competitive industry. We have the team to make this
happen. Thanks for all the good work you do each and every day. I
wish you and your family a blessed holiday season.

One of the initiatives I am most proud of for 2019 is the turnaround
we made in our reliability performance. You may recall that 2018
was a challenging year from a reliability standpoint. The Availability
Index, which is our measure of performance for this metric, was
10 down days in 2018. The Availability Index for 2019 year-todate is two down days. We made significant improvements to the
reliability of several of our units including C-Reformer, A-SRU and

Jerry Dunn

Vice President & General Manager
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LCMC Lab
Celebrates 20 Years
OSHA Free!
Leaders gathered to celebrate the Lab at the CITGO Lake Charles
Manufacturing Complex for their outstanding achievement of 20 Years
OSHA Free. Lab employees listened to engaging talks by VP & GM,
Jerry Dunn, as well as others who have worked closely with the lab on
special projects.
Congratulations!

VP & GM, Jerry Dunn, shares encouraging words with the Lab team.

Everyone enjoyed the fellowship and especially the cake!

Safety Slogans
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July

August

“Practice safety in all you do, everyone depends on you!”

“The statistic you want to achieve, 100% safe!”

Jon Holt – Yellow Team

Walt Dulany – Orange Team

September

October

“Let’s walk it out and leave no doubt.”

“To perform your best, never let safety rest!”

Brandon Guillory – Orange Team

Darryl Green – Yellow Team

Safety Awareness
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Housekeeping
Awards
Managed by the Safety Department, the Housekeeping Awards continue to be an exemplary tradition
at LCMC. The program promotes workplace cleanliness and rewards teams who have met their specific
housekeeping goals. Safety Department representatives survey areas of the refinery to determine the
cleanest environments. Congratulations to the recent winners on keeping their work areas safe and
efficient while contributing to the overall safety performance of the refinery. Happy housekeeping!

HOUSEKEEPING
AWARDS

JULY
A-Reformer
L to R: Mark Jester, Jake Devillier, Donald Vidrine,
Marshall Watkins, Ryan Vining, Jared Bolton, Michael Kleinpeter,
Jerry Dunn, Beau Rodrigue, Darrell Gill and Dana Keel.

I & E Shop
Front Row L to R: Dana Keel, Marshall Watkins, Jude Fox,
Dennis Thibodeaux, Derek Cormier, Chazz Dronett,
Susan Stephens, Gary Jones and Daniel Manosalva.
Back Row L to R: Mike Mitchell, Ryan Vining, Cory Broxson,
Chris Leach, Mike Meche, Chris Burnett, David Richard,
Robert Hines, Jason Chesson, Jerry Dunn and Chad Sittig.
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AUGUST
CVEP
L to R: Marshall Watkins, Ryan Vining, Troy McFarlain,
Cody Bynog, Josh Lee, Dallas Cooley, Garret Shumaker,
James Guillory, Duane Boyer, Jerry Dunn, Aaron Cooper,
Carl Rachal, Josh Domingue, Mark Jester and Ana Kiritsis.

Lab
L to R: Ana Kiritsis , Gabriel Anderson, Irvin Clark,
Jennifer Toussaint, Robert Carter, Randy Miller, Gary Owens,
Corey Barlow, George Pickles, Ryan Vining, Rhon Hooper,
Jerry Dunn, Robert Hines, Stephanie Tidwell, Kermit Richard,
Katrina Peshoff, Stephen Hebert, David Vogel, Richard Skinner,
John Roark, Gary Vincent, Lyndsay Noble and Mark Jester.
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Environmental Stewardship

LDAR: Isolated
LDAR Components
Under the regulations and requirements governing Leak Detection and Repair
(LDAR) applicable components, isolation from the process is an option for
addressing leaking components.
Isolation is classified as:
• closing of a single block valve,
• having double block valves closed,
• blinding the component from the process,
• air gapping of the component from the process, or
• de-pressurizing and draining the component of process material (out of VOC service) to establish isolation.
The LDAR contractor monitors all isolated components on a monthly basis. Failure to maintain isolation will result in a Title V deviation.
For a “visual” leak identified through sight, smell or sound from a component that is isolated and waiting for repair, immediate notification
to the LDAR hotline at ext. 8365 is required. This line is monitored at all times. Prompt actions are mandatory to re-isolate the component,
and re-monitoring required for verification of isolation to stop the Title V deviation.
Once an isolated component is replaced, rebuilt or repaired, it is considered repaired and may be put back into service. Operations should request
the component be re-monitored after being put in service by calling the LDAR hotline at ext.8365 to ensure the component is no longer leaking.

LDAR: 5/15 Day Repair Requirements
The LDAR repair requirements are triggered when a component is monitored and the instrument reading is above the allowable leak definition.
In general, once a leak is determined, an initial repair attempt and re-monitoring must be made within five calendar days of the date of
detection. Final repair must be completed within 15 calendar days from the date of detection, unless the component cannot be repaired
without a process unit shutdown or the component being isolated. Failure to comply with these requirements will result in a Title V deviation.
If the initial repair attempt was unsuccessful, then one or more additional repair attempts should be made as soon as possible, but in
no case more than 15 days from the date that the leak was found. The Unit Supervisor should enter a maintenance notification in SAP if
maintenance assistance is required.
If all normal repair procedures have been made to a block valve greater in size than 1” and is still leaking above 10,000 ppm, a
determination is necessary regarding a Drill and Tap repair attempt. For all block valves, a Drill and Tap attempt must be made unless there
are safety or technical reasons why the attempt should not be made.
If all practicable attempts at repair have been made and the component qualifies for Delay of Repair, notification to the LDAR Coordinator
needs to be made no later than the 15-day deadline. This allows paperwork to be completed and signed by Operations, stating why the
component should be placed on Delay of Repair.
A Delay of Repair could generate a Title V deviation if it is found that the component could be repaired without a unit shutdown, or the
isolation fails.
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Operations
Excellence –
New Unit
Mentor
Program
As part of the Operations Excellence initiative, a new program has
been implemented at the Lake Charles Manufacturing Complex as
part of our ongoing commitment to excellence.

Manager of Operations, Thomas Brown, introduces the Unit Mentor
Program to our newest class of Operators at LCMC.

Unit Mentors have been selected in each operating area to act as a unit guide on day-to-day activities within the unit. These mentors are
there every step of the way as new operators train on their entry level jobs within their particular units. The intent of this program is for the
Unit Mentor to share specific operations and unit knowledge that will help strengthen the new operator’s training experience. Unit Mentors
play an essential part in the overall goal of helping new operators successfully transition into their new positions.
Each Unit Mentor received training which will help them guide our new operators to go beyond knowing unit flows and equipment, to thinking of the
“why” and “what-ifs.” Manager of Operations, Thomas Brown, recently met with a class of new operators completing Basic Operator Training (BOT) to
explain the Unit Mentor Program. Brown encouraged the BOT class to make learning their new unit a priority, and to ask questions which will help build
their unit knowledge and troubleshooting skills. They are encouraged to take advantage of their Unit Mentor’s expertise and feedback.
The Unit Mentor Program is one of several Operations Excellence initiatives as LCMC works together to continue building an unmatched operations team!

Batten Down the Hatches, IMO 2020
is Coming
Cruise ships plying European seas alone emitted more than 10 times the sulfur dioxide than all of
Europe’s 260+million passenger vehicles combined, according to a study by the Transport and Environment
federation, a Brussels-based group of NGOs. The marine sector, which consumes about 3.8 million barrels
per day (BPD) of fuel oil, is responsible for half of the global fuel oil demand. The main type of bunker
fuel for ships is currently High Sulfur Fuel Oil (HSFO) which, at 3.5% sulfur, has the highest sulfur content
amongst transportation fuels. In comparison, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) used in U.S. passenger vehicles
is limited to just 0.0015% sulfur. Sulfur emissions are extremely harmful to the environment; they lead to
acid rain and are known to cause various respiratory diseases in humans.
By Sanjeet Menon,
Corporate Strategic Planning

Pollution from maritime transport is a major international concern, and is primarily governed by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO). IMO traces its origins back to 1973 when the first International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) was held.
What is IMO 2020?
IMO ruled that from January 1, 2020, all marine transport will have to reduce their sulfur emissions
by over 80% by switching to lower sulfur fuels. The current maximum fuel oil sulfur limit of 3.5%
will fall to 0.5%. This will not be the first time sulfur emissions have been tightened. Certain areas,
designated sulfur Emission Control Areas (ECA), already require bunker fuels with a lower sulfur limit
than the IMO 2020 spec. However, the magnitude of IMO 2020 is significantly larger than in the past;
about 3 million bpd in maritime fuel demand is estimated to switch from 3.5% to 0.5% fuels.
continued to pg. 9
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The shipping industry has three realistic near-term compliance options:
(1) Buy compliant fuel such as Low Sulfur Fuel Oil (LSFO) or Marine Gas Oil (MGO): There is a consensus amongst analysts that this 		
		 will be the most popular route in the near term. Initially there was some concern over the availability of IMO compliant 			
		 fuel, however, major refiners have been positive that they will be prepared to create compliant fuel from a wide variety of sources 		
		 and methodologies. Though, there are serious concerns that these may not be compatible with each other. IMO only mandates the 		
		 sulfur content and not a uniform LSFO fuel spec. Mixing two compliant and stable but incompatible marine fuels can destabilize 		
		 the fuel mix forming sludge in the engine which can leave the ship stranded at sea.
(2) Retrofit onboard Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems (ECGS), or scrubbers. Scrubbers function by spraying a fine mist of water over 		
		 the ship’s emissions effectively washing out the sulfur. Many see the technology as being expensive, ineffective and immature with
		 an unknown return on capital. Between 2,000 to 4,000 ships are estimated to get scrubbers installed by 2020 which is a fraction of 		
		 the 80,000+ ships plying the seas.
(3) Switch to alternative fuels such as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). At the moment there are not many LNG bunkering facilities to 		
		 warrant an industry wide shift to LNG, but this is likely to change in the near future with the abundance of natural gas and many 		
		 new liquefaction facilities in the pipeline. LNG, although in its infancy as a bunker fuel, shows promise.
Noncompliance is not an option.
Channoil Consulting, a UK based consultancy estimates that 10%
may cheat, however this is likely to be short-lived as many ports
and countries have vowed to rigorously enforce compliance. Other
than hefty penalties, noncompliance could also result in loss of
insurance coverage with many major insurers on board. It will be
difficult to be noncompliant even if a shipper wishes to be, as IMO’s
‘Carriage Ban’ rule disallows loading HSFO onto a ship that doesn’t
have a scrubber installed. Noncompliance is unlikely to be a longterm business plan.
How does this affect you?
Oceangoing freight costs will increase as the marine sector switches to costlier fuels to power their fleets. Marine demand for low sulfur
distillates would result in upward price pressure on diesel and jet fuel. Increased shipping and trucking costs are likely to show up in rising
prices for most items, and flights and vacations may cost a bit more as well. Effects of IMO 2020 are yet unknown but will likely have wide
reaching consequences across the global economy.
The most significant contribution of IMO 2020 is to the environment we live in. Limiting sulfur emissions from ships will improve air quality
and preserve the environment for future generations
CITGO, this could spell opportunity!
IMO 2020 will be a huge change in the way the shipping and refining industry has operated for years, and it has the potential to have a
bumpy start as the industry adapts to this change. However, for a complex, full conversion refiner like CITGO, this could spell opportunity.
Due to IMO 2020 sulfur restrictions, simple refiners will shy away from heavy sour (high sulfur) crudes and shift to a light sweet (low sulfur)
crude slate leading to a widening of the light to heavy crude price differential. CITGO refineries are well-suited to process heavy sour
crudes, and a major profit driver for us is wider light to heavy crude differentials that lowers our crude purchase cost.
As demand for HSFO as bunker fuel drops, simple refiners incapable of converting HSFO to LSFO will have to sell HSFO at a discount. Full
conversion refiners like CITGO can take advantage of this discounted HSFO as feed to its Cokers to refine it into higher valued products.
Additionally, as mentioned earlier, diesel fuel prices are expected to increase with IMO, further increasing refinery profitability, hopefully
resulting in higher profits for CITGO. However, U.S. light sweet crudes are poised to grow at record rates, and these sweet crudes can yield
IMO 2020-compliant fuel oil at simple refineries. Contraction in global trade due to geopolitical trade tensions and an economic slowdown
may also reduce bunker fuel demand, somewhat offsetting the impact.
Analysts are, in general, agreeing that refiners like CITGO will see some strong positive effects. We remain cautiously optimistic!
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Power BI Training
Power BI training was recently conducted with several members of the
Business Optimization Group (BOG).
What is Power BI?
Power BI is a business intelligence platform that helps the user create
stunning reports and dashboards so that data can be reviewed in
a more meaningful way. It allows data to be analyzed, connected
and visualized into charts, graphs and other components that can be
shared within the organization.
What’s great about this platform is that it can be used to examine the “what-if” scenarios within the data, help in answering
questions in real time and assist with forecasting. For example, the Power BI tool is being used to improve our knowledge and
understanding to the root causes of Demurrage. Demurrage is the cost each marine vessel charges per day (think daily rental charges
on equipment), and has a $20+ million per year budget at LCMC alone. Power BI can be utilized to calculate Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and perform analysis for multiple disciplines from Finance, Engineering, BOG and Operations as data can be pulled
from multiple sources such as SAP, Excel, SQL and more.
While we are just beginning to scratch the surface of its capabilities, we are excited to see what we can learn in the future.

LCMC employees attend the Power BI Training.
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Ainsley’s Angels
TeamCITGO volunteers assisted with event set up and worked the
water stops at the annual Ainsley's Angels sunset ride held at
the Lake Charles Civic Center. Ainsley’s Angels is best known for
building awareness about the special needs community through
inclusion in all aspects of life. In addition, the organization works to
ensure that individuals with special needs are able to participate in
activities such as 5Ks and marathons.

TeamCITGO volunteers hard at work during the annual Ainsley’s Angels event.

Tournament of the Stars
Basketball Tournament
The Tournament of the Stars Pro-Am basketball tournament raises funds for scholarships to
be given to underprivileged students to continue their education following high school. Stars
team up with amateur basketball players each year for this great organization. TeamCITGO
volunteers assisted with registration and taking tickets at the door.
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Arts & Crabs Fest
Arts & Crabs Fest is a tasting event featuring
the best local chefs, each preparing a unique
seafood dish representative of their cuisine’s
style. Louisiana craft brew samples are offered as
complementary pairings to all dishes. Chefs battle
in the annual crab dish contest, with one winner
chosen by the attendees in a popular vote. Also, the
Best Crab Dish award is chosen by a judging panel.
The flavorful event supports the Arts Council of SWLA.
TeamCITGO showed their support by volunteering their
time to serve guests the various dishes.

TeamCITGO volunteers at the annual Arts & Crabs Fest.

“Be Bold – Go Gold” Color Run
This year’s “Be Bold - Go Gold” Colors for a Cause Color Run, included a 5K run, one-mile walk, a motorcycle ride
and a jambalaya cook-off. All of these activities raise awareness and funds for the families of children with cancer.
Cancer is difficult for adults to handle and even more painful and frustrating for a child. Along with the pains of the
disease also comes financial strain on families, making the process harder to bear. Colors for a Cause exists to help lift some of this
burden, allowing families to focus on helping their child heal. TeamCITGO participated in this year’s event in Lake Charles assisting
at water stops and handling general event duties.

TeamCITGO volunteers at the Colors for a Cause 5K.
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Walk Like MADD 5K
Walk Like MADD is Mothers Against Drunk Driving’s (MADD)
signature fundraising event to help raise funds and eliminate drunk
and drugged driving. The goal is to have thousands of others rally
together in over 90 cities around the nation to help create a future of
no more victims. To show support for the organization and its efforts
to stop drunken driving, TeamCITGO volunteers attended the local
walk to work water stops along the route.

Step Up 4 Down
Syndrome Walk
The mission of the Down Syndrome Association
of SWLA is to be a driving force in our community,
generating acceptance and belonging of individuals
with Down syndrome. TeamCITGO participated in
the annual walk to help with general event duties.
It is the organization’s strong desire to encourage a
society in which people with Down syndrome can involve
themselves in community activities and be assisted in
their development of the skills necessary to do so.
TeamCITGO volunteer and CITGO Information Analyst, Mike Gray, and his
family attend the annual Step Up 4 Down Syndrome Walk.

Shrine Circus
Children of all ages have enjoyed the Shrine Circus since its inception in 1906. Today
the circus travels to roughly 120 cities per year in the U.S.! TeamCITGO showed its
support at the weekend-long event by assisting with general duties such as food
sales and ticket taking. Thanks, TeamCITGO, for your continued support at this event!
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Wheels of Hope
Benefiting the St. Nicholas Center
for Children, Wheels of Hope is
an annual event used to raise
awareness and funds for the
organization. St. Nicholas Center
offers a wide range of services
including Applied Behavior
Analysis, Occupational Therapy,
Speech Therapy, Social Skills
Training and more. Services are provided to children with autism, developmental delays and
neurological disorders in a fun-loving and education environment.

A TeamCITGO cyclist enjoys the beautiful
weather at the annual Wheels of Hope event.

Boys Village Golf Classic
TeamCITGO enjoyed a day of golf at the Boys Village Golf Classic.
Boys Village is a treatment program for troubled, abused and
neglected children. Each year the organization serves more than
100 boys, providing them with on-campus education and therapy.
The tournament raises funds for Boys Village to meet the needs of
the individuals living on the campus.

Environmental employees, Erich Potthast and
Marc Johnson, volunteer at the tournament.

Rouge et Blanc
Banners at McNeese
is widely known for its
annual series of wonderful
concerts and other
programs promoting arts
and humanities. They are
dedicated to educating
children, promoting
cultural diversity and
celebrating our unique way
of life in Southwest Louisiana. CITGO is a huge supporter Banners
and Rouge et Blanc, their largest fundraiser of the year.
TeamCITGO volunteered at the annual fundraiser and assisted vendors with pouring wine, serving food and handing out water. Visitors
strolled the streets of beautiful downtown Lake Charles while stopping at the displays and booths to taste drinks, eats and treats.
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Chuck Fest
The goal of Chuck Fest is to
create one-of-a-kind events
for our community that focuses
on music, art, food and the
people of our region. Chuck Fest
gives back to the community by
enriching each of these areas with
a variety of trainings and other
community activities.
TeamCITGO assisted with this
year’s event by selling drink
tickets, merchandise and even
empty the trash cans. Thanks,
TeamCITGO!

TeamCITGO volunteers assist with event tasks at the annual Chuck Fest
in downtown Lake Charles.

Chem Expo
The largest hands-on, one-day expo in the nation occurs right here in Southwest Louisiana each year.
This Lake Area Industry Alliance (LAIA) program is known as Chem Expo, which took place this October.
Chem Expo began in 1999 with the purpose of bringing students together to showcase science in action.
This year, nearly 3,000 Southwest Louisiana students participated in the event. During Chem Expo, the
students moved through various interactive booths where they saw science and chemistry applied in
everyday household products that are manufactured by LAIA member companies such as CITGO.
TeamCITGO volunteers helped students get excited about science by performing demonstrations,
escorting students to different learning and hands-on stations, and working behind the scenes to set up
the event.

Mike Gray, Information Analyst, demonstrates an experiment to local
students at the annual Chem Expo event.

TeamCITGO volunteers at the annual Chem Expo event.
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U.S. Coast
Guard Change of
Command and
LCMC Tour
Maintaining good relationships with the local leaders of regulating
agencies is an important goal at LCMC. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
is one of those agencies we rely on for not only their regulatory
oversight, but also for help during disaster situations.
Every two years, the Commander of the Lake Charles Marine Safety
Unit changes to new leadership. Previously, Daniel Cost served as
the Commander in Lake Charles and has transferred to Washington,
D.C. to assume the position of executive officer of the Marine Safety
Center. Filling his place is Commander Darwin A. Jensen.

Commander Daniel H. Cost and Commander Darwin A. Jensen shake
hands to signify the change of command taking place at the Coast
Guard’s traditional ceremony.

Dana Keel attended the USCG Change of Command in July
to witness Commander Cost pass his duties to Jensen during
a formal ceremony held at the Lake Charles Civic Center.
Commander Cost expressed his gratitude for the time he spent as
Commander in our region and wished Commander Jensen all the
best in his new assignment.
Part of our relationship includes close work during disaster
situations. Annually, the USCG participates in onsite situation drills.
CITGO maintains close working relationships with the Coast Guard
in order to be well prepared. To help build this partnership, CITGO
invited Commander Jensen to tour our facility along with a few of
his officers. Senior management members Jerry Dunn, Ryan Vining,
Marshall Watkins and Mark Jester hosted the local U.S. Coast Guard
team members, providing them a chance to see the facility with their
own eyes and learn more about the work we do to ensure the facility
runs safely and productively.
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Ryan Vining, GM Engineering & Technical Services, provides a refinery
presentation to the U.S. Coast Guard leadership team members.
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MSU Engineering
Camp Tour
LCMC Government & Public Affairs hosted the annual McNeese
State University Engineering Camp students for a presentation and
tour of the refinery. Camp participants are high school students
interested in careers in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math) fields. They were able to learn about the many engineering
disciplines, as well as other career opportunities within our
company such as accounting, education and public relations. They
really enjoyed the “bottle show” where they were able to see
different materials processed at the refinery.

Imperial Calcasieu
Museum Art Camp
Each summer the Imperial Calcasieu Museum
hosts an art camp of which CITGO is a longtime
sponsor. Children who attend are exposed
to new art techniques, art history and are
able to create their very own art pieces. At
the end of each camp session, the children’s
family members are invited to come in for a
presentation and see all of the great work they
have completed throughout the week.
At this ceremony, CITGO is recognized as a
sponsor and is presented a piece of original
artwork created by one of the students! These
art pieces are exhibited throughout the year,
and oftentimes are able to be included in the
annual United Way Auction to help raise more
funds for our community.

Jessica Olsen, Public Affairs Specialist, receives an original
sushi themed piece of art from a student participating in
the camp.
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The Pelican State
Goes to War
Museum Exhibit
The early 1940s presented a dire need for a
facility to manufacture and supply the U.S.
Armed Forces with fuel to continue the war
efforts. In 1944, the Cities Service facility was
completed and came online to refine crude oil
into 100-octane fuel for U.S. bombers.
For the facility to be successful, there were many necessary factors: a minimum of 600 acres with room
for expansion, the ability to process 70,000 barrels of crude per day, stable land on which to build units, a
substantial ship channel to accommodate large crude tankers and low cost natural gas to fuel the refinery.
Rose Bluff, a stretch of land located just 29 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, along the Calcasieu Parish
ship channel, met the minimum qualifications for site selection. Sitting 18 feet above sea level, it is the
highest point on Louisiana’s gulf coast. Construction required 11,500 people, 20,000,000 man-hours and
only 18 months to complete. Today, at the CITGO Lake Charles Manufacturing Complex, evidence of original
construction can be seen in the Machine Shop’s beautiful cypress beams, harvested right from the land on
which the facility was built.

Cities Service artifacts displayed at
the museum.

U.S. Armed Forces were being utilized overseas during WWII, thus leaving a lack of protection on the
home front. The vulnerability of Cities Service tankers fueled a symbolic relationship with the Civil Air Patrol. The Civil Air Patrol, which
was made up of more than 200,000 civilians, stepped in to assist in protecting the tankers as they carried crude oil into the refinery. The
volunteer pilots patrolled the channel between the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, watching for German U-boats.
Today, the relationship between the Civil Air Patrol and CITGO remains strong. More than seven decades after WWII, when Hurricanes Rita
and Katrina rocked the Gulf Coast in 2005, the Civil Air Patrol surveyed from above to send live imagery to the CITGO incident command
center, allowing for assessment of the storm’s impact. It was imperative that CITGO remained operational to supply fuel for first responders
and rebuilding efforts.
Our rich WWII history was recognized as part of The Pelican State Goes to War Museum Exhibit in the 1911 Historic City Hall in downtown
Lake Charles.

Jerry Dunn, VP & GM, helps Lake Charles Mayor, Nic Hunter, cut the
ribbon on The Pelican State Goes to War museum exhibit.
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Historic 1934 Model AA CITGO fuel truck parked outside of the museum
entrance.
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Mad Hot Ballroom
The 10th annual Mad Hot Ballroom Gala was dedicated to CITGO for 11 years of support. Ten local
celebrities paired with a professional dancer to entertain the crowd with a lively show.
All proceeds for this event supports Dance Sport Classes, a program that is taught in public, private
and charter schools, reaching many Southwest Louisiana students. The classes provide an outlet for
students to express themselves in an active way and overcome barriers in their daily lives.

CITGO recognized for longstanding support of the Mad Hot Ballroom Gala.

Marshall Watkins, GM Operations & Maintenance,
and Missy Amidon, Public Affairs Coordinator, and
their guests attended the annual gala.

Tournament of the Stars
Celebrity Golf Classic
CITGO golfers spent a day on the course for a good cause!
In addition to the annual pro-am basketball tournament,
Tournament of the Stars hosts a golf tournament in which
three golfers are paired with a celebrity. The funds raised benefit
scholarships for local students.

National Night Out –
Meet Uncle Si!
Sulphur's 17th Annual National Night Out Block Party featured
special guest Uncle Si of A&E's Duck Dynasty. As a sponsor of
the event, CITGO was invited to attend a lunch meet and greet
with the Louisiana celebrity!
National Night Out is an annual community-building campaign
that promotes police-community partnerships. Their goal is to make communities
safer, more caring places to live.

Jessica Olsen, Missy Amidon, Candy Little, Tina Hudson,
Shelly Stacy, Dana Keel and Ann Stacy meet Uncle Si at
National Night Out—he even had his iconic sweet tea
in tow!
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E. K. Key Elementary
School Activities!
As a Partner in Education with E. K. Key Elementary, CITGO is very hands-on for all events involving the elementary school. Here’s a look at
some recent activities!

First Day of School

Grandparent’s Day

PrinciPALS Program

Science Night
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West Calcasieu
Chamber of
Commerce
Luncheon
Each month the West Cal Chamber hosts a luncheon where
attendees are able to hear from an inspiring guest speaker, as well
as an update on area projects underway in Sulphur, Westlake,
Vinton and more.

Jessica Olsen presents recognition to Carol Davis with The UPS Store,
along with Chamber board members.

The August luncheon highlighted the Outstanding Customer Service Recipient for area businesses. Jessica Olsen, Public Affairs Specialist,
nominated Carol Davis who works at The UPS Store in Sulphur. Jessica had a fantastic experience with Carol and was compelled to
recognize her for the great interaction. Carol was chosen as the August Winner for Outstanding Customer Service!
Jessica was able to present this award to Carol at the luncheon and say a few words, “I am always sending out packages for my work—
usually unique in size or shape, or things that require a super-fast delivery. I recently started using the UPS Store in Sulphur. Every time
I go in there with my difficult shipping items, Ms. Carol helps with a smile and a friendly attitude. I went in recently with five packages
to five different locations. While we were prepping them and verifying the information, the store’s network went down. She remained
content and patient and reassured me that she would get it handled. A few minutes later, the network came back up and she completed my
transactions. She’s a class act and we need more people like her in the world!”

Seersucker and a
Solitaire
The annual Seersucker and a Solitaire
event, presented by the St. Nicholas
Center for Children, featured swanky
attire and great eats! The night began
with mixing, mingling and a live auction.
All proceeds help St. Nicholas Center
provide quality services to special needs
children. During the event, guests were served by
volunteers who have children that receive services at
the center. They are able to donate their time for credit toward dues.
At the end of the night, one lucky guest walked away with a one
carat diamond solitaire!

LCMC employees and their guests attended the annual event—they did
not win the diamond, however, they had a wonderful evening together!
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LegisGator
More than 800 legislators, supporters, lobbyists and business leaders
involved in the political realm gathered for the annual LegisGator
luncheon. This regional event in Lake Charles connects business
leaders and lawmakers from the state and federal level.
The luncheon offers a unique platform to honor and thank the
members of the state legislature and our congressional delegation
for supporting the pro-business agenda.
At this year’s luncheon Governor John Bel Edwards and Lt. Governor
Billy Nunngesser gave remarks. Senators Bill Cassidy and John Kennedy,
Congressmen Ralph Abraham, Garrett Graves, Clay Higgins and
Mike Johnson shared federal level updates impacting our region.
With all of these great updates came the hottest topic of all, which
was the recommendation for the replacement of the I-10/Calcasieu
River Bridge.
The following leaders received awards:
• 2019 LegisGator of the Year Award: Representative Tanner Magee
• 2019 LegisGator Chair’s Award: Representative Larry Bagley
• 2019 Government Affairs Award: Representative Mark Abraham
and Senator Ronnie Johns
• 2019 Fusion Five Award: Ryan Bourriaque
This year’s lunch was dedicated to the memory of former Governor
Kathleen Blanco, recognized for her integrity, dedication and love
for Louisiana.

Governor Edwards prepares to speak among elected officials at the
annual LegisGator Luncheon.

LCMC employees at the annual LegisGator luncheon at L’Auberge Lake Charles.
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Annual CITGO
United Way Campaign
There were many activities surrounding the annual CITGO United Way
Campaign. This year our theme was Get Off the Bench, and we did just that!
The CITGO United Way Employee Campaign continues to be among
the largest benefactors of United Way Southwest Louisiana. We
give approximately 26% of the major industry goal and 17% percent
of United Way’s overall goal each year, and since 1975, we have
contributed more than $15.5 million to this wonderful organization.
100% of your pledges, auction bids and flag challenge votes, go directly to United Way. This helps to run the 28 United Way agencies and
47 programs in Southwest Louisiana that continue to make a huge difference in the quality of life for people in our community.
We are so excited to have exceeded our goal for a current total of $888,000! Stay tuned for more information in the next Flagship
publication as we highlight the official final numbers of the campaign.

W
TO A
Y
GO
!

CITGO employees and United Way Solicitors attend the
annual United Way SWLA Kick-Off Breakfast.

SMT hands out packs of gum to employees at the Refinery
Clockhouse to celebrate the start of the campaign.

McNeese State University’s flag was the
winner of the That’s My Team, Fly My
Flag challenge. Marshall Watkins and
Dennis Thibodeaux proudly hoist the flag
of their alma mater!
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Smile Moore’s 2019
Great Gatsby Gala
Smile Moore is a nonprofit organization that awards grants to the children of widows and
widowers for extracurricular activities, summer camps and much more! The organization
held its fifth annual gala to raise funds for events during the year.
Missy Amidon, Public Affairs Coordinator and
Jessica Olsen, Public Affairs Specialist, attended
the annual gala along with their guests in their
snazzy attire.

Southwest Louisiana Public
Relations Officers (PROs)
Networking with local professionals within
your field is a great way to connect and
share best practices among your industry. A
local organization, SWLA PROs, is a group
of local Public Relations Officers that gather
monthly to learn from each other.

Jessica Saxby, Communications Specialist, and
Jessica Olsen, Public Affairs Specialist, collaborate

Recently, members of SWLA PROs,
during the monthly SWLA PROs meeting.
Jessica Saxby and Jessica Olsen from the
CITGO Government & Public Affairs department, joined in on the activities at the monthly gathering for a “Rad Libs” class which put a fun spin on
marketing and communication campaigns. They only had about 15 minutes to come up with a social media and marketing campaign for a brand of
cat food. It was great practice for on-the-spot brainstorming and collaboration for a department that thrives in this type of environment.

CITGO Innovation
Academy – 6th
Grade at LeBlanc
Middle School
CITGO launched the second CITGO Innovation Academy in our
community this year, expanding the program into sixth grade at
LeBlanc Middle School in Sulphur, Louisiana.
New signage is installed at LeBlanc Middle School promoting the
Kindergarten through fifth-grade students are able to participate
CITGO Innovation Academy.
in the CITGO Innovation Academy at E.K. Key Elementary, and
when they enter sixth grade, have the opportunity to continue their
education at LeBlanc Middle School in the newly added academy. The curriculum focuses on the foundation of STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) education through hands-on learning and activities, interactions with professionals in the STEM field and
tools to build critical-thinking and problem-solving skills.

LeBlanc Middle School hosts the CITGO Innovation Academy similarly to E. K. Key Elementary, which means the academy students are still
part of the overall school and participate in all other regular activities. CITGO is very excited to continue this partnership with the Calcasieu
Parish School Board and prepare future generations for STEM careers.
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Litter Awareness
& Prevention
Luncheon
Hosted by Team Green, the annual Litter Awareness
& Prevention Luncheon aims to shed light on the
dangers of littering to our wildlife, our community
and our economy. The event featured guest
speaker, Gabe Griffin of Louisiana Wildlife &
Fisheries. He shared beautiful videos of his work
in the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge to save the
endangered Louisiana Whooping Crane.
CITGO was recognized by Mayor Nic Hunter at
the luncheon for being the Corporate Sponsor of the
Year. Jessica Saxby, Communications Specialist, said a few
words on behalf of CITGO about our responsibility to be good
environmental stewards.

Louisiana Wildlife & Fisheries employees (disguised as Whooping Cranes)
transport young Louisiana Whooping Cranes to the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge.

Jessica Saxby, Communications Specialist,
accepts Corporate Sponsor of the Year Award
from Lake Charles Mayor Nic Hunter.

A Louisiana Whooping Crane tagged and ready for tracking and study by
the Louisiana Wildlife & Fisheries.

“

Far and away the best prize that
life offers is the chance to work
hard at work worth doing.
– Theodore Roosevelt

”
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Coffee with
the Mayors!
The West Calcasieu Chamber of Commerce hosts
monthly Coffee with the Mayor sessions where local
business leaders can visit with our mayors regarding
upcoming projects and hear the latest about what’s
going on in our communities. We thank our mayors
for the opportunity to visit with them so often!
Government & Public Affairs employees,
Jessica Saxby and Jessica Olsen, visit with
Vinton Senior Center member at Vinton’s Coffee
with the Mayor.

What’s Up, SOWELA?
As a sponsor of SOWELA, CITGO employees
attended the annual What’s Up, SOWELA?
event inside of the beautiful Sycamore
Student Center on SOWELA’s Campus.
Attendees were able to hear all about the
wonderful advancements happening at
SOWELA and for their students, which
focused on the industry sector.
SOWELA has reported impressive
numbers including a 20% increase in
enrollment year-over-year—a record
CITGO employees, Jason Dupuis, Jeremy Istre, Jessica Saxby, Jerry Dunn,
for their historical data. Also among other
Mark Jester, and guests attend What’s Up SOWELA?
rankings for community and technical schools, SOWELA ranks 11th
in the nation. SOWELA is such an amazing asset for our community
and CITGO is proud to continue supporting events like this. These fundraisers provide much needed scholarships for those looking to enter
into a career in industry, and better not only themselves and their families, but our entire community.

Fusion Five
Features
CITGO!
Fusion Five is a local organization
for young professionals to network and
grow their knowledge of our community
assets. As a sponsor of Fusion Five, the group featured CITGO at an
afterhours event for other young professionals to mix and mingle
with CITGO employees.
It was a fun evening filled with great food and festivities at Crying
Eagle Brewery in Lake Charles.
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Jessica Olsen, Public Affairs Specialist, accepts recognition award at the
Fusion Five CITGO night event at Crying Eagle Brewery.
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President & Chief
Executive Officer,
Carlos Jordá,
Visits Lake Charles
Manufacturing
Complex
In August of this year, Carlos Jordá joined the CITGO family as our new President & Chief
Executive Officer. We had the honor of hosting him here at the Lake Charles Manufacturing
Complex September 16 to meet with our Senior Management Team and other CITGO Employees.
During his visit, he was able to hear about upcoming, exciting projects at LCMC and
introduce himself to our team. Carlos has deep knowledge of CITGO and its stakeholders
based on his previous role as President of PDV America and Chairman of the CITGO Board
of Directors.
As a chemical engineer with five decades of experience in the international oil and gas
industry, Carlos has held several leadership positions within Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A.
(PDVSA) in both the United States and Venezuela, including oversight of PDVSA’s refining
and marketing operations. For the last 16 years, he served as a director and consultant in
Gaffney, Cline & Associates advising oil companies and investors in the oil and gas industry
both in the U.S. market and globally. He also brings ample experience with corporate
governance and best industry practices having served as a board member for Delek US
Holdings, Inc., a U.S.-based refining and marketing company.
Carlos knows firsthand the strength of our corporate culture and is committed to ensuring it
remains a priority. On a personal note, Carlos lives in Houston with his wife. He has three
adult children, two of whom live in Houston and one in Florida, and three grandchildren.
We are honored to have helped welcome Carlos back to the CITGO family!
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From Coach to
Donor
Robert Carter, Lab Analyst at CITGO Lake Charles, was able to make
a Christmas wish come true. His inspiring story shows just how
deep connections can run, no matter how many years may pass.
In his past career as a high school teacher and coach, Robert Carter met
a student named Fernando during the 2011-2012 school year. Little did
he know, their paths would cross again in an unsuspecting manor.
Robert learned last year that Fernando was very sick, and was in
need of a kidney transplant. Doctors tested his mother, brothers
and father, and unfortunately, none were a suitable tissue match
for Fernando. His health was deteriorating. “If someone is faced
with the choice to attend a funeral versus donate the spare kidney
we are blessed to have, the choice is easy,” said Robert.
Fernando recovers from surgery four days after the kidney transplant. Donor,

Robert Carter stands with his son, Ethan, and Fernando’s Mother, Carmen.
Robert was tested and confirmed a match! He was able to call
Fernando on Christmas morning with the good news. Robert
traveled to Birmingham in January of this year to complete a full set of testing and imaging. The transplant was approved and
scheduled for May, however due to delays and complications with Fernando’s health, the surgery was postponed until August 8th.

Robert was excited to learn that the transplant was a success and Fernando’s body was responding well to the surgery and the new
kidney. “I would pray for someone to do the same for my son, if he were in Fernando’s place,” he said. “For those considering donating,
feel free to contact me. I can give the unfiltered summary of what to expect before and after transplant.”
Robert returned to work three weeks after the surgery. He’s thankful to CITGO for allowing him to utilize the FMLA benefit which
granted him the necessary days off of work.
We applaud Robert for his extraordinary care and compassion. Thank you for inspiring others to take a page from your book.

HOPE
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Quarter Century
Plus Banquet
Every couple of years, LCMC is able to gather together to honor our employees who have served at least 25 years with the company at the
Quarter Century Plus Banquet. This year the event was held at L’Auberge Lake Charles and guests were able to enjoy a wonderful dinner,
receive congratulations from LCMC leadership and marvel at the artistic entertainment.
Congratulations to our Quarter Century Plus employees!

Y EARS

Just a few of the Quarter Century Plus honorees and guests.
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New Employees

Jason Bartlett
Turnaround Planner
August 5, 2019

Paul Espinosa
Project Manager
September 23, 2019

The Flagship

Welcome to the CITGO Family!

Kami Guillory
Payroll Specialist
September 23, 2019

Amber Allen
Financial Analyst
September 23, 2019

Operators

Power/Oil Movement
Crude Coking
Ashley LeBlanc, Vac/Feed Prep; Farley Lewis, Coker 2; Troy McFarlain, CVEP Gabi Fournerat, Powerhouse B; Austin St. Mary, Oil Movement B
Phillip Romig, Coker 1; Chace Olmsted, Coker 2
Bradley Romero, Coker 1; Cody Bynog, CVEP

CATS
Shaun O’Quain, C-CAT; Trey Johnson, Tier 2; Josh Grundmann, C-CAT
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WAAT
Michael Guidry, Waste Water; Aaron LeBlanc, Waste Water;
Cole Talbot, Acid Plant
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The following employees have recently celebrated service anniversaries at the CITGO Lake
Charles Refinery. Congratulations to all for your service!
August
Steve Bellon
Mary Cox
Willie Hamilton
Al Pettis
Keith Roques
Susie Wilridge
Randy Langlois
Mark Hendricks
Michael Guidry
George Mitchell
Lyndon Perkins
David Ellis
Irby Gordon III
Aaron Areno

40 years
40 years
40 years
40 years
40 years
40 years
35 years
30 years
25 years
25 years
25 years
15 years
15 years
5 years

September
Jacqueline Johnson
Faye Manuel
Michael Klumpp
Connie Smith
Marcus Bebee
Timothy Clark
Alicia Currie
Robert Graham
Granville Handy
Jenniev Johnson
Roger Laughlin II

45 years
40 years
35 years
25 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

Talitha Pitre
Blake Saltzman
Caleb Smith
Joshua Stone
Justin Sumpter
Jonathan Thomas
October
Joseph Austin
Perry Britt
Donald Etienne
Keith Gray
Odies Jones
Linda Bourg
Debra Bussell
Kermit Richard
Dennis Thibodeaux
Carolina Caballero
Chris Deroche
Brandon Buller
Nicholas Daigle
David Elkins
Jason Fruge
Mike Gray
Darrin Keeling Manosalva
Daniel Quintana
Michael Mitchell

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
40 years
40 years
40 years
40 years
40 years
35 years
30 years
25 years
25 years
15 years
15 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

Cedric Robicheaux
Matthew Tugwell
Mike Warden
Corey Barrentine
Billy Creel
Avery Darbonne
Robert Dehner
Freddie Doucet III
Lauren Farnum
Steven Gaspard
Briana Harmon
Jace Isaac
John Leblanc
Donald Lormand
Leon Monroe
Kori Portie
Jordan Primeaux
Andrew Richard
John Rickert
Beau Rodrigue
Shelly Stacy
Samuel Taylor
Jared Williams

5 years
5 years
5 years
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
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Family News

PRODUCTS
of

CITGO

Noelle Renee’ Smith
Delivery Date: August 5, 2019
Product Weight: 7lbs.
Proud Parents: Stefan Smith, Fixed Equipment
Supervisor, and wife Lauren.

Employees’ Club
Are you looking for a way to get more involved in the CITGO
employees’ community? Employees’ Club is the perfect opportunity
to connect with your co-workers out of the office. For only $10 per
year, Employees’ Club offers employees multiple events throughout
the year for all ages. It is open to member’s families, and single
members may bring a guest. Members also receive a discount card
with privileges to local restaurants. The club offers activities such
as bingos twice a month, community outings including bowling
nights, coffee nights and much more! Contact Employees’ Club
President, Norma Vidrine at NVIDRIN@citgo.com or call 708-6734
for more information.

Employees’ Club Bingo
Back to School Bingo – July 25 & August 6
Mall Shoppers’ Bingo – September 10 & 26

continued to pg. 33
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Employees’ Club members meet at CITGO Park throughout the year to play a few
rounds of Bingo, win prizes and most importantly, spend time together outside of
working hours. It’s a great opportunity for employees to meet new people who work
in other areas of the refinery that they may not normally come into contact with.

CITGO
Employees’
Club Day
at SPAR
Waterpark
On July 28 Employees’ Club treated members to
a splashing good time at the SPAR Waterpark
in Sulphur. Employees and their family members
enjoyed good food, great company and of course
waterslides! This event is always a big hit for
members to bring their families to fellowship with
each other outside of work hours.
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Bowling Night
Employees’ Club hit the lanes at Petro Bowl on
October 2 for the annual Bowling Night. Members
and their families and friends were excited to break
out their bowling shoes and play a few frames—
there may have even been a few turkeys!

Attendees were happy to take part in friendly competition and spend time together.

Burger Night
Employees’ Club hosted a relaxing evening on
the beach of Golden Nugget’s Bill’s Bar &
Burger October 24! Members and their
guests had a great evening out and
enjoyed visiting. They were able
to take in the fall-like weather
we rarely get to experience in
Southwest Louisiana.

2020 EMPLOYEES’ CLUB EVENTS!
February 4 & 20
March 3 & 19
April 11
May 7 & 19
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Grocery Bingo
Home & Auto Bingo
Children’s Easter Egg Hunt
Night Out Bingo

July 23 & August 4
Back to School Bingo
September 1 & 17
Mall Shoppers’ Bingo
November 3 & 19
Holiday Bingo
December 5
Children’s Christmas Party

Fueling Good – Retiree News
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Retiree Breakfast
Over 100 retirees gathered at CITGO Park for the highly anticipated Retiree Breakfast. Attendees
mingled and visited amongst new and old faces while enjoying breakfast and especially the hot
coffee! CITGO retirees truly love to spend time together and were very appreciative of the fun
giveaways. These breakfast events continue to be very popular as they provide opportunities for
fellowship among the CITGO family.

Old friends spend time catching up at the latest Retiree Breakfast.

Upcoming Retiree Breakfast
CITGO Park at 7:30 a.m.
January 10, 2020
Do you have information of interest for CITGO retirees that we could include in our Flagship publication?
We want to hear from you! Please email news items to jsaxby@citgo.com.
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